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Which parameters are required to �nalize the overall dimensions of a
Zigzag kiln?
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To upgrade traditional Bull’s trench brick kiln to more efficient Zigzag kiln, a number
of modifications in various parts of kiln are required to be done. This guide covers
step-by-step procedure of determining dimensions of a Zigzag kiln. This process of
deciding the size of kiln components is based on the practical experience of experts
working in the field of design, construction and operation of Zigzag kilns. The above
figure shows full extent of a Zigzag kiln at kiln-floor level. Following is the description
of various geometrical parameters mentioned in the figure:

1. L : Outer length of kiln

2. W : Outer width of kiln

3. X1 : Thickness of outer wall

4. X2 : Width of wicket

5. X3 : Length of section of outer wall between two wickets

6. T : Trench width

7. G : Gali width

8. M1 : Length of Miyana

9. M2 : Width of Miyana

10. C1 : Internal width of chimney

11. C2 : External width of chimney

12. D1 : Distance between side-ducts (center-to-center)

13. D2 : Distance between side-ducts adjacent to chimney (center-to-center)

14. D3 : Distance between edge of Miyana and center of side-duct adjacent to it
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What are the various criteria for determining the dimensions of a Zigzag
kiln?
The following is the list of criteria to determine dimensions of a Zigzag kiln:

1. Daily brick production capacity: Unlike traditional Bull’s trench kiln, in Zigzag
kiln, production capacity of kiln is decided on per-day basis. The most prevalent
daily production capacities of natural-draught Zigzag kilns ranges from 20 000 to
45 000 bricks per day. For producing more than 45 000 bricks per day, it is highly
recommended to adopt induced-draught kiln i.e. to use a fan to create draught in
the kiln, especially, to avoid construction of huge chimney for kiln operation.

2. Size of dried green-brick: Size of dried green-brick determines the dimensions
of chamber and accordingly the span of kiln. Size of green-brick varies with clay
quality and regions/states of the country.

3. Brick setting type – Single, double or triple Zigzag: Type of brick setting deter-
mines the number of bricks per chamber.

4. Chamber size: Number of rows in the chamber and green-brick’s size governs the
chamber size which aid in finalizing the width of trench and length of Miyana.

5. Fire travel rate per day or number of chambers fired per day: Fire travel rate refers
to distance by which combustion zone shifts in a day along the length of Miyana or
trench. It can also be calculated as number of chambers in which firing is completed
in a day. Fire travel rate per day also governs the distance between two side ducts
along the length of trench.

6. Number of chambers to be set along the trench: Depending on the chamber size
and fire travel rate, number of chambers to be set along the trench length will
ascertain the length of Miyana.

Further, in this guide, depending on above mentioned criteria, the procedure to fix
the size of each component of a Zigzag kiln is described. The procedure and data
mentioned ahead is obtained from experienced brick kiln operators and consultants.
As an example, the calculation process is explained for a “natural-draught Zigzag kiln”
having a production capacity of about 23 000 bricks per day with a double Zigzag brick
setting.

What are the preliminary decisions to be taken before �nalizing dimen-
sions of various components of a Zigzag kiln?

The foremost step to be taken is to decide on the desired daily production capacity
of fired-bricks in the proposed kiln. From practical experience, it is established that
‘three’ chambers fired per day is the optimum production rate in a Zigzag kiln. Here,
the referred chamber consists of five to six rows of brick columns and two rows having
several feedholes on the top.
Therefore, each chamber must contain bricks equal to ‘one-third’ of the desired daily
production capacity. Depending on the size of the given dried green-brick, Zigzag brick-
setting type (single, double or triple) and number of courses, all the dimensions of a
chamber are calculated.
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How to �x dimensions of a square-shaped chimney for Zigzag kiln?

Production Brick-Setting Chimney

Height Internal Width (Bottom) Internal Width (Top)
(Bricks / Day ) (Zigzag Type) (foot) (foot) (inch)

25 000 Double 130' – 135' 9' 36''

30 000 Double 135' – 140' 101
2 ' 39''

40 000 Double 145' – 150' 11' 41''

45 000 Triple 150' – 155' 12' 44''

Chimney size depends on the daily production capacity and type of brick-setting in
a Zigzag kiln. Experienced brick kiln operators established that for natural-draught
Zigzag kilns, for daily production capacity range of 20 000 to 45 000 bricks, chimney
height ranges from 125' to 155'. The table above gives the widely followed dimensions
of chimney for different production capacities of natural-draught Zigzag kilns. The
dimensions mentioned here is for a chimney having “square cross-section”.

How to decide chamber dimensions for a given daily production capacity
of �red-bricks?

Five rows

21-Courses

21-Course chamber with openings in the middle

To describe the procedure to calculate the chamber size, as an example, dried green-
brick size of 10"× 5"× 3" and daily production capacity of 23 000 fired-bricks is chosen.
“Double Zigzag brick-setting” is selected for brick layout in the trench. As discussed
above, each chamber would contain ‘one-third’ of daily production capacity i.e. about
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7700 bricks. As an example, the selected design of chamber consists of five rows of
brick columns and twenty-one courses (see figure above). For fuel feeding, the specified
chamber has two rows of feedholes on the top.

! For details refer to knowledge brief – “How is the typical double Zigzag brick setting
done?” at www.brickguru.in

5"

5"

L

W

Outer Wall MiyanaWall

Bottom course of brick-setting
T

l

The picture above shows the “bottom course” of chamber from the aforementioned
knowledge brief on brick-setting. From this picture, for the chosen green-brick size, the
length, width and height of a 21-course chamber is calculated as given below:

Chamber length (l) = (Number of columns×Column depth) + (Number of gaps×Gap width)
= (5× 10") + (5× 5")
= 75"⇒ 6'-3"

Chamber width (T) = (Number of four-brick columns× Four-brick-column width) + · · ·
(Number of five-brick columns× Five-brick-column width) + · · ·
(Number of six-brick columns× Six-brick-column width) + · · ·
(Number of gaps×Gap width)

= (2× 13") + (10× 16") + (2× 20") + (15× 5")
= 301"⇒ 25'-1"

Chamber height (H) = Number of courses×Width of green-brick
= (21× 5")
= 105"⇒ 8'-9"

Thus, for the above brick-setting, chamber length is 6'-3", chamber width is 25'-1" and
chamber height is 8'-9". As can be seen from the picture of bottom course of brick-layout,
trench width is equal to chamber width i.e. 25'-1".
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How to determine length of Miyana for a given chamber size?

LAYOUT OF CHAMBERS IN ZIG-ZAG KILN
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Layout of chambers in a Zigzag kiln

Initial estimation of length of Miyana is done by deciding the number of chambers to be
laid down on one side of Miyana along its longer side. Experienced brick kiln operators
and experts found that “twenty-six” or “thirty-two” numbers of chambers set from
one end till the other end of Miyana gives satisfactory kiln performance for the daily
production capacity range of 20 000 to 45 000 bricks.

Conventionally the direction of fire travel is “anticlockwise”; hence laying and
numbering of chambers is done starting from the top right-hand corner of the Miyana
and going left along its length (see picture above). Final value of length of Miyana is
obtained by adding 10" to the calculated preliminary value. This additional space is
utilized to set a wall (containing few openings) through which hot-gases enter from
“region-A” (situated at the top right-hand corner of kiln; see picture above) into the
chambers. Therefore, as shown in the picture, for the above-stated chamber length of
6'-3", the length of Miyana is calculated as given below:

(i) For twenty-six chambers:
Length of Miyana (M1) = (Length of chamber×Number of chambers) + 10"

= (6'-3"× 26) + 10"
= 163'-4"

(ii) For thirty-two chambers:
Length of Miyana (M1) = (Length of chamber×Number of chambers) + 10"

= (6'-3"× 32) + 10"
= 200'-10"

Similarly, as seen in the picture above, equal number of chambers are set on the other side
of Miyana. As done previously, chambers are laid 10" away from the bottom left-hand
corner of Miyana.
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How to determine width of Miyana?
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Width of Miyana is determined by following the two-step process as described below:

(1) At kiln floor level there must be at least 1' to 2' space left between chimney and
Miyana wall (see figure above). Thus, first estimation of the width of Miyana (at kiln
floor level) is calculated as follows:

Miyana width (M2) = Internal width of chimney + (2× Thickness of chimney wall) + · · ·
(2× space between outside surface of chimney wall & Miyana wall) + · · ·
(2× Thickness of Miyana wall)

= 108" + (2× 41") + (2× 14") + (2× 41")
= 300"⇒ 25'

1
0

"

C

A BD

CChamber – 1

Big-Chamber

10"
Miyana

Outer Wall

MiyanaWidth
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(2) In Gali region, along the width of Miyana, it is advised to set columns (preferably, all
five to eight-brick columns) starting from one edge up to the other edge of Miyana
(see figure above). This arrangement ensures that the gaps left along the edges of
Miyana run through in a straight line without any obstruction up to the outer wall.

Thus, to get the final value of width of Miyana, the estimated value from step-1
is adjusted by changing the space between chimney and Miyana wall to meet the
requirement of step-2.

! Note that (see figure above) the orientation of brick-columns are same in all the
regions (A, B, C, and D) i.e. in Gali, trench and corners of kiln.

!
For details about chimney and Miyana wall design, refer to knowledge briefs – (a)
“What are the good practices for construction of a masonry chimney of a Zigzag
kiln?” and, (b) “What are the good practices for construction of flue gas ducts and
Miyana of a Zigzag kiln?” at www.brickguru.in

How to determine width of Gali?
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Chamber – 1

Big-Chamber

10"

Trench

Outer Wall

25'

GaliWidth

Width of Gali is determined by following the two-step process as described below:

(1) As a first estimation the width of Gali is calculated as “half the value” of trench
width.

(2) Along the width of Gali columns must be placed in such a way that a spacing of 5"
(half the length of green-brick) is left between consecutive columns and, between
Miyana or outer wall and column (see figure above).

To get the final value, keeping in view of the above stated requirement, as many
number of columns as possible are set along the width of Gali such that the resultant
width would be nearest to the value estimated in step-1.
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As an example, for the kiln design shown in the figure above, width of Gali is calculated
as follows:

Gali width = (Width of one column×Number of columns along width of Gali) + · · ·
(Width of gap between columns ×Number of gaps along Gali width)

= (10"× 9) + (5"× 10)
= 140"⇒ 11'-8"

How to determine number of side-ducts, their dimensions and placement
in a Zigzag kiln?

1
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Side-Duct
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Layout of Side-ducts in a Zigzag kiln

Side-ducts are constructed along with Miyana. Generally, for production capacity up to
30 000 bricks per day, single side-duct at each of the shorter sides of Miyana is verified to
be sufficient for kiln operation, whereas for capacity greater than 30 000 bricks per day
two side-ducts in Gali region are required for smooth kiln functioning. Ensure that at
Miyana-level about 2' to 3' of space is left between outer edge of Miyana and inner edge of
the side-duct opening (See figure above).

Since in a natural-draught Zigzag kiln (for the chamber size mentioned above),
a maximum of ‘three’ chambers can be fired per day under steady-state kiln operation,
side-ducts along the length of Miyana are placed with spacing (D1) equal to net length of
‘three’ chambers between the centerline of two ducts (see figure above). Spacing between
ducts adjoining the chimney walls (D2) is set equal to length of ‘four’ chambers. Thus for
the above mentioned kiln, eight side-ducts are constructed along each of the longer sides
of Miyana.

! Note that for smooth kiln operation, as shown in figure above, placement of side-
ducts must be exactly symmetrical about the centerline of chimney.
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Design of the side-duct is shown above. The mentioned thickness of arch is the resultant
of laying (on their edge) two layers of 5" wide fired bricks. The duct size shown is
determined to be sufficient for daily production capacity up to 40 000 bricks. In the
above figure, “kiln-floor level” refers to the trench’s natural level of earth. For layout of
green-bricks, kiln-floor is levelled and a layer of fired-bricks must be laid on their edge in
order to provide stability and uniformity to the brick-stacking. Thus, for brick-setting the
kiln-floor is raised by about 5" from the natural earth level.

What is the size of central-duct and where it is positioned in a Zigzag
kiln?

Miyana Wall

Miyana Level

Kiln Floor Level

Miyana Width

Foundation

25'

6
'
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9

"
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2'-6"

R1'-3"

10"

Arch

Central-Duct Wall

4
'

4
'

Design of the central-duct shown above is proven to be sufficient for daily production
capacity up to 40 000 bricks. Thickness of the arch of duct mentioned here is the resultant
of laying (on their edge) two layers of about 5" wide fired bricks. As shown in the figure
above, central-duct must be located at the center of Miyana horizontally and its base
positioned at a height of 4' above the kiln-floor level.
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Chimney Wall

Miyana Level

Kiln Floor Level

Foundation

Arch

Central-Duct

4
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Hence, to connect central-duct to chimney an opening of same size as of the central duct
must be left in the wall of chimney at a height of 4' above kiln-floor level (see figure
above).

! For details refer to knowledge brief – “What are the good practices for construction
of flue gas ducts and Miyana of a Zigzag kiln?” at www.brickguru.in

How to decide number of wickets, their location and size for a Zigzag
kiln?
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Wickets are constructed in outer-wall along both the length and width of kiln for bringing
green/fired bricks in and out of the kiln. Too many wickets would increase the chances
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of heat loss to the environment and unwanted ingress of cold air into the kiln. Too less
wickets would create inconvenience to the workers which would be detrimental to the
brick production rate.

From experience it is found that opening a new wicket every alternate day is
optimum for the designed brick production rate (three chambers per day) of Zigzag
kilns. Therefore wickets are set at an interval of length equal to resultant length of about
six to seven chambers. Along the longer side of kiln, the optimum length of section of
outer-wall between two wickets ranges between 36' to 42'. Two wickets are generally
put along the width of kiln. For optimum kiln operation, as shown in the above figure,
wickets along the length and width of kiln must be positioned symmetrically about both
the longitudinal and transverse axis of the kiln.

Depending on the size and production capacity of kiln, width of wickets could
be 5' (for manual transportation of bricks), 6' (for transporting bricks using small motor
vehicles) or 8' (for transporting bricks using big vehicle like tractor).

!
For more details refer to knowledge brief – “What are the good practices for the
construction of the outer wall and the wicket gates (Ghaati) of a Zigzag Kiln?” at
www.brickguru.in.

What is the �nal layout and span of the above mentioned Zigzag kiln?
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Final layout of a Zigzag kiln

As per the above mentioned methodology the final layout and full extent of the kiln
is shown in the picture above. The span of kiln mentioned here is according to calcu-
lated dimensions at the kiln-floor level. Following are the calculated values of various
geometrical parameters mentioned in the figure:

1. Outer length of kiln (L) = 200'-4"
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2. Outer width of kiln (W) = 88'-10"

3. Thickness of outer wall (X1) = 6'-10"

4. Width of wicket (X2) = 6'

5. Length of section of outer wall between two wickets (X3) = 42'-6"

6. Trench width (T) = 25'-1"

7. Gali width (G) = 11'-8"

8. Length of Miyana (M1) = 163'-4"

9. Width of Miyana (M2) = 25'

10. Internal width of chimney (C1) = 9'

11. External width of chimney (C2) = 15'-8"

12. Distance between side-ducts (center-to-center) (D1) = 18'-9"

13. Distance between side-ducts adjacent to chimney (center-to-center) (D2) = 25'

14. Distance between edge of Miyana and center of side-duct adjacent to it (D3) =
12'-11"
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